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Foreword 

Kia ora tātou

On March 25th, 2020, New Zealanders – heeding the 
Government’s call to isolate – united in the fight against 
COVID-19. This action, taken for the greater good of our 
families, friends, neighbours, and community, came at a 
price. For many it meant sacrificing income, business or  
job security. For others it meant being distanced from  
loved ones. But together we achieved the outcome  
asked of us - to unite and squash the COVID curve. 

Now it is time for our Marlborough team of 50,000 to 
unite again, this time against the worst of the economic 
impacts created by COVID.

Council has the designated lead role at times of crisis and I’ve been privileged to work 
over the last few short weeks with The Economic Action Marlborough TEAM group to bring 
together this first phase economic recovery response plan with its focus on helping us 
through the next three months.

TEAM group has been formed from our key business sectors – farming, aquaculture, 
forestry, wine, tourism, Iwi, small to medium enterprises and transport. All busy people 
trying to assist their own sectors, who have also given their time to this work for our region’s 
greater good.

We commissioned an Infometrics study to provide insights into how the pandemic is 
impacting on Marlborough’s economy. With the study confirming the greatest challenges lie 
with our tourism, accommodation and hospitality sectors, construction, and within our CBDs 
in Picton and Blenheim. The study also predicted we will see unemployment double here 
in the year to March 2021 and we will need to work hard, together, to mitigate that impact 
so that we do better than is predicted. Our diverse economy will help blunt the edge of the 
recession. And we will also benefit from having a proactive council with good assets and a 
better balance sheet than many. 

Our economic recovery response plan now provides a detailed outline of 60 projects and 
initiatives that can get underway rapidly, to help our region emerge through the first phase 
of COVID-19 impacts.

 
 
 
This is not a stand-alone document. It links to the enormous effort going on from central 
Government, via wage support, shovel ready infrastructure projects and other spending 
mechanisms to keep cashflow going and people in jobs.

Council has also responded quickly with its own package of infrastructure spending which 
will see around $100m spent in Marlborough in the next financial year – with $60m in 
capital works programmed for each of the following three years. Council is also investing 
in elements of the TEAM first phase plan, including the six-month ‘Make it Marlborough’ 
support local campaign, and a domestic visitor campaign.

I am now pleased to recommend the TEAM plan for the next three months to the 
Marlborough community, to the Government and to Council.

It has been brought together in rapid order. We have not been able to engage in the 
usual wider consultative processes because of the urgency we applied to getting early 
responses ready for delivery. And this is just the first step in what we all know will be a  
long journey together as a region. 

TEAM group will now move focus to bring together a second, longer-term economic 
recovery plan and as we do that, we undertake to provide for wider input. We want 
everyone in Marlborough to feel they can contribute to the recovery. While the main focus 
will necessarily be our region’s economy, we all know we have a very special community 
and environment here that we want to embrace and enhance.

I trust our first phase report allows you as one of our team of 50,000 to see that we will 
come through this challenge. As our logo says it’s about mahi tahi – teamwork.

 
Ngā mihi

Deputy Mayor Nadine Taylor 
Chair

4
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Purpose 

This report sets out the initial phase of Marlborough’s economic recovery plan  
to the COVID-19 Pandemic. This phase is three months long, and lasts from  
May to July 2020.

The main objectives of the plan are to find the best projects and solutions to:

• help local businesses;

• keep people employed;

• contribute to generating cashflow and local economic activity;

• bring export-related revenue into the region;

• leverage the regional comparative and competitive advantage; and

• leverage central and local government input

In response to the COVID-19 Pandemic the Marlborough District Council (MDC)  
brought together an action group of key industry sectors – small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs), wine, Iwi, tourism, aquaculture, farming, forestry and transport,  
along with Council, business agencies, and Government department representatives - 
to work together on actions to tackle the most pressing problems.

This is The Economic Action Marlborough TEAM group’s initial recovery response plan.
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Summary

Marlborough has been spared much of the health crisis caused by COVID-19 but the 
economic damage may be significant. For Marlborough’s primary sector, it comes on top  
of a severe drought which has adversely affected the rural economy.

The Marlborough District Council has the statutory responsibility to help the district through 
this crisis. Council has taken, and is taking, a number of steps during this immediate crisis 
time to do what it can to limit the damage being felt by local businesses and workers. It is 
also at the helm of Marlborough’s COVID-19 Welfare Response and Recovery programme 
looking after people and communities.

Council supported the establishment of the TEAM group – The Economic Action 
Marlborough Group – which came together quickly to formulate a first phase report plan. 

More than 50 projects and initiatives have been brought together. Some already starting 
and others are due to start over the three-month timeframe of this plan – May to July this 
year.

These projects already starting include:

•  A Make it Marlborough marketing campaign, encouraging people to support  
and spend local;

• Targeted support for domestic tourism promotion;

•  Professional business support and advice to Marlborough’s SMEs by local specialist 
advisors;

•  A list of large-scale shovel ready projects totalling $334m, provided to Crown 
Infrastructure Partners from the Marlborough District Council and private sector;

• Council procurement processes re-focused towards local contractors; and

• Picton and Blenheim CBD revitalisation measures

Other projects and initiatives which TEAM is recommending to central government  
for early potential advancement include:  

• MDC Smart Services - aquaculture technology;

• Advancing the build of the combined Marlborough colleges campus build

•  Ngā Wairau o Ruatere cultural and heritage centre celebrating Iwi’s early  
links Marlborough

•  Labour training and redeployment into the wine industry - priority being  
winter pruning; and 

• Iwi-tourism partnership, training, and skills - focus summer 2020-2021.

 
 
The Marlborough economy is interconnected - impacts on one sector or area affect other 
sectors in the region. So, the TEAM group including key industry sectors worked together 
on actions to tackle the most pressing problems. This represents a collaborative approach 
to find the best projects and solutions.

An initial impact assessment has been undertaken by TEAM using information sources  
from survey data, economic projections and 40 interviews with key local industry figures. 
This information was used to produce this report, the initial plan covering the first three 
months. A more detailed assessment will be needed for a second report covering later 
phases when more is known about the impact locally.

The initial assessment shows that the most affected sectors are hospitality, tourism 
and accommodation, retail, and construction, along with small to medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs). Young people are more heavily affected by job losses than other age 
demographics. Some industries are better-placed to weather the COVID-19 storm, including 
wine, seafood, aquaculture, farming, and forestry sectors, as well as larger businesses.

The following cross-industry issues have been identified:

• business closures;

• job losses;

• reduced business cashflows and reduced discretionary spend;

• inability to access labour from offshore;

• new skills required to manage in the “new normal”;

• mental health concerns; and

• dependency on overseas markets access and open borders.

The TEAM group sees four likely phases to the recovery:

•  Recovery response phase, dealing with the immediate lockdown issues. 
 (May – July 2020);

• Resilience, where maintaining cashflow and jobs are the focus. (three to six months);

• Return phase where capacity and scale are rebuilt (six to twelve months); and

•  Reimagination where lessons from the recovery can be integrated into a  
‘new normal’ including environmental benefits. (over the next two-three years)
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This report, a first phase recovery plan, covers the immediate period - the first three 
months where measures can be implemented in the short-term to enable businesses to 
have a more secure foundation to base their future planning and operations to cover their 
immediate needs. It is an initial document, much of it written on the basis of information 
received just as the Government lifted the Level 4 lockdown restrictions but maintained 
the Level 3 restrictions. Where possible the report has been updated to include new 
information as it comes to light. 

We note the May 14 Budget extended the Government’s wage subsidy, with higher 
thresholds, for another 8 weeks and also provided $1.6b in for funded trade training to 
assist people of any age who have lost their jobs to retrain. On a per capita basis, this will 
provide several million dollars for retraining Marlborough workers but we are as yet unable 
to determine the exact quantum of these measures. Certainly, the Government’s range 
of responses, alongside those from Council and through this initial TEAM plan, will help 
mitigate the worst effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on Marlborough. 

Exactly what the future will hold is still unclear, but there are some good estimates to 
be made about trends and industry stakeholders have been clear on some immediate 
needs. This is likely to be a recovery that stretches into years with those who work or 
own businesses in sectors like hospitality and accommodation bearing much of its first 
effects. The economic crisis has forced an urgency to TEAM’s activities. This has meant 
that this report, from data collection, review and publication has been produced under tight 
deadlines. It is anticipated that this plan is only the start of a wider range of measures and 
mechanisms that will be put in place in future to help Marlborough recover from the impacts 
of COVID-19.
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Role and Membership of TEAM

The Economic Action Marlborough Group (TEAM)

This group is chaired by Deputy Mayor Nadine Taylor and brings together Council,  
industry and Iwi representatives and the Regional Commissioner from the Ministry  
of Social Development.

COVID-19 is the biggest challenge Marlborough has faced in our lifetimes. Given the 
impacts of the Pandemic on many Marlborough businesses, Council’s lead role  
extended to supporting a wider recovery, working with key sectors and agencies.

Details of TEAM members can be found in appendix B.

Industry Advisory COVID-19 Group (IAG)

This group picks up and develops the work done to date by the initial COVID-19 group 
chaired by Mayor John Leggett. The group is chaired by Councillor Gerald Hope and is 
made up of industry representatives, Council, health, Iwi and others. The composition of 
this group is being reviewed to enable wider input from other sectors of the economy.

Professional Advisory COVID-19 Group (PAG)

This group is chaired by Councillor Mark Peters. It brings together a number of Marlborough 
accountants and lawyers who are prepared to provide advice and insight on business and 
industry-level responses to COVID-19 across the region. The client base of this group is 
broad across Marlborough’s key sectors and also encompasses large and small businesses. 
Insight from this group is provided only at the aggregate level; no individual information was 
sought or offered.

RECOVERY PLAN

The Economic Action 
Marlborough Group

(TEAM)

Industry Advisory Group 
(IAG)

Professional Advisory 
Group (PAG)

Implementation sub group
1

Implementation sub group
2

Implementation sub group
3

Other Recovery Groups
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Te Tauihu - Top of the South 

Marlborough is one of three regions - along with Nelson and Tasman - 
that make up the Top of the South Island - Te Tauihu. 

The three regions have been linked together throughout New Zealand’s history.  
Many companies and industries work across two or even three of the regions,  
and most Government agencies and services work across the Top of the South.

TEAM and the Marlborough District Council are working closely with Nelson and  
Tasman authorities and their joint economic response group Project Kōkiri on  
COVID-19 response to align plans where appropriate.

The top of the South Island – or Te Tauihu – is home to eight tangata whenua Iwi:   
Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Kuia, Te Rūnanga a Rangitāne o Wairau and Ngāti Apa ki te Rā Tō  
(from the Kurahaupō waka); Ngāti Koata, Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Rārua  and Ngāti Toa 
Rangatira ki Wairau (from the Tainui waka); and Ngāti Tama ki Te Waipounamu and Te 
Ātiawa o Te Waka-a-Māui (from the Taranaki waka’s).  Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu also has 
significant links to Marlborough.

The Māori perspective will continue to play an important part in the economic future  
of Marlborough and Te Tauihu. It is anticipated that once completed, the interregional  
“Te Tauihu Intergenerational Strategy” will influence the direction of Te Tauihu’s shared  
long-term future. This strategy has identified a number of key interregional  
intergenerational outcomes that guide the longer-term direction of Te Tauihu,  
its people, its industries, and its environment.

See appendix C for overview of “Te Tauihu Intergenerational strategy”.
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Impact 

COVID-19 in Marlborough 

Marlborough felt the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic earlier in 2020 as the wild caught 
fishery and forestry industries felt the immediate impact of the Chinese lockdown, slowing 
that economy and halting the demand for New Zealand wood and rock lobster exports. 

In late March, discussions got underway about activating an economic response group 
to lead the development of an economic recovery plan that forms part of Marlborough’s 
overall COVID-19 Recovery Plan.

The Government introduced a pandemic levels system on March 21 and on March 23 
moved New Zealand to Level 3 - meaning the introduction of “bubbles”, travel restrictions, 
and a ban on gatherings of more than ten people. 

Level 4 was imposed on March 25 - along with a national state of emergency - requiring 
everyone to stay in place and not interact with anyone outside their home “bubble”.  
Only those classed as “essential workers” were able to travel between work and home. 

While wine, farming, fishing, aquaculture, and food production industries have continued  
to operate as essential industries, much of the Marlborough economy was unable to 
operate during Level 4 restrictions. 

While still in Level 4, TEAM undertook a rapid assessment of the impact of COVID-19 on 
Marlborough’s economy. As ‘real-time’ official data was not available, three key sources  
of data were assimilated to form a picture of the impact:

• Over 40 interviews with key local industry people;

•  Marlborough data from over 300 businesses completing the Government’s  
Regional Business Partner surveys; and 

•  Report from leading economic data provider Infometrics detailing available  
recent data and economic projections. In looking at what measures it might  
take, Marlborough’s TEAM group looked at both the Treasury scenarios and  
those from multinational firm Deloitte. In both sets of scenarios, the least severe  
(described by Deloitte as “mild” and by New Zealand Treasury as “scenario 1”  
options) have been used as the best model of the current situation for the  
purposes of this report. 

Further information on the wider Global and New Zealand impacts, along with the  
detail of the scenarios used to inform this report can be found in can be found in  
appendix D.  Also in the appendices are a glossary of abbreviations (appendix A)  
and media statements published by TEAM during the first year forecast for Marlborough.

 

 
Infometrics anticipates that the economic hit to Marlborough will be substantial, on par with 
the overall hit to the national economy.  

Table source: Infometrics report to MDC April 2020  

To help test the proposals TEAM members were considering, a snapshot of insights and 
assumptions for the Marlborough economy was drawn up from source data and assessed.

Economic impact of COVID-19 on Marlborough District – May 2020 

 

5 

Earnings across the Marlborough economy will decline by $137m, with the largest 
impacts forecast in the accommodation, retail and transport industries. These earnings 
declines once again reflect in part the forecast decline in tourism in the District. 

Lower consumer confidence, increased unemployment and reduced employment 
security is likely to decrease discretionary spending, further impacting the retail, 
accommodation and hospitality sectors. 

The construction sector is forecast to decline in the near-term, but is likely to provide 
some support for economic recovery from 2023 onward, particularly in the non-
residential segment. 

The report concludes with some thoughts on economic recovery over the medium term. 
These include some discussion on the importance of skills development and 
infrastructure construction, and some recommendations on the role of local government 
in promoting recovery.  

Many of the suggested measures have either been fully implemented in Marlborough, 
or are in the process of being introduced. 

Table 1: Key Indicators 

Indicator Marlborough 
District 

New Zealand 

   
Change in consumer spending (week ending 12 April 2020 
compared to same period 2019) 

-56.5% -55.9% 

Change in heavy traffic (week ending 9 April 2020 compared to 
1 February 2020) 

-26.5% -59.7% 

% working at Level 4 55.9% 52.8% 
% working at Level 3 78.5% 74.2% 
   
GDP % change, year to March 2021 -7.5% -8.0% 
   
Job losses, year to March 2021 -2,646 -250,522 
Employment % change, year to March 2021 -9.6% -9.8% 
Unemployment rate, March 2021 8.2% 9.1% 
   
Loss in total earnings, year to March 2021 ($m) -$137 -$14,191 

Residential construction % change, year to March 2021 -34.5% -18.8% 
Non-residential construction % change, year to March 2021 -5.5% -18.3% 
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Impact 

The Regional impact snapshot table was compiled on May 4th 2020 and used to inform decisions at that time. Since then, the Government has moved the economy to Level 3 on April 27, 
and then to Level 2 on May 14. TEAM has taken a pragmatic approach in the fast-changing environment and has updated outputs where appropriate to meet the current urgent situation. 
However, information, such as the table below, that had been used to inform decisions has been left as it was when originally compiled and will be updated during later phase work.

Area Impacts driving actions Insights/Assumptions Source
Level of 
Confidence in 
assumptions

Slowing COVID-19 
spread

wellbeing of the region Initial #1 priority for the business community, along with the welfare of  
their staff 

High level of compliance with Level 4 and 3 restrictions, which gives 
confidence that milder of the scenarios is appropriate.  
See appendix D for more information on scenarios

TEAM/IAG

business feedback (BF)

High

Most impacted 
sectors

business closures, 

workers losing their jobs, 

inability to access labour from 
offshore, 

dependency on overseas 
markets and open borders.

• Hospitality sector
• Tourism and accommodation sector (about 7 per cent of regional GDP)
• Retail sector - reduced consumer spending
•  Construction - residential construction is expected to decline by 34.5 

per cent in the year to March 2021 and non-residential construction by 
5.5 per cent in the same period.

Expect long-term impact and high company mortality rate.

Job losses highest in accommodation and food services (-666 jobs),  
retail and wholesale trade (-402 jobs),and agriculture, forestry, and fishing  
(-277 jobs), with Marlborough-wide losses predicted to reach 2600 by  
March 2021 .

BF/ RBP BI/Govt /
Infometrics

High

Medium

Best positioned 
sectors

business closures, 

workers losing their jobs,

inability to access labour from 
offshore, 

dependency on overseas 
markets and open borders.

• Wine sector (20 per cent of regional GDP)
• Aquaculture and wild caught fishery (about 10 per cent of regional GDP)
• Farming sector, despite drought impact (12 per cent of regional GDP)
• Forestry sector (was initially adverse but recovering well)

TEAM/BF/ Infometrics Medium
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Area Impacts driving actions Insights/Assumptions Source
Level of 
Confidence in 
assumptions

SME’s business closures,
workers losing their jobs,
reduced cashflows and  
reduced discretionary spend, 
mental health concerns.

•  69 per cent of businesses captured in the Regional Business 
Partnership Business Insight survey  have 1-9 employees.   
Dated 11 May 2020

•  Of those, 83 per cent have had a decrease in revenue with an average 
decrease of 68 per cent. Only 2 per cent reported an increase. 

•  71 per cent expect revenue to decrease further in the next three 
months. 

•  50 per cent reported no change in staff, and 49 per cent have reduced 
staff. However, over the next three months 59 per cent predict they will 
reduce staff, 62 per cent of them by 1-2 FTEs. 

•  Support requested reflects the main areas of impact with two clear 
priority areas.  Business continuity (46 per cent) is the highest area.  
But combined Cashflow/tax relief (39 per cent) and finance/cashflow  
(40 per cent) is being requested by 79 per cent of businesses. 

• 47 per cent say stress and wellbeing is a concern  
• Smaller businesses are more at risk
• Variable resilience to ride out economic shock 
• Higher likelihood of job losses
• Business advice and support being provided to meet this need

BI/BF/IAG/TEAM Medium

Medium to  
Larger companies

business closures, 
workers losing their jobs, 
inability to access labour  
from offshore,
dependency on overseas 
markets and open borders.

• Freight becomes expensive and hard to access, supply chain issues
•  Many coping well at the moment, compared to the overall sectors and 

smaller organisations
•  Export market continuing to perform is a key to our regions heavy 

export focus primary sector
• Many managing to maintain staff due to wage subsidy.

BF Low

Rural Drought The drought has had the largest impact on Eastern and Southern 
Marlborough Sheep and Beef farmers.

•  This is the second consecutive year of drought and most farms will  
be at best covering costs

•  Most have been feeding out their winter feed already.  Replacement 
feed is hard to come by and is very expensive.  MPI has appointed a 
contractor to coordinate feed over this winter but there is a NZ wide 
shortage

•  There are reports of some stock managers being made redundant as 
some family run farms tighten their belts.

•  A growing concern are the Lifestyle blocks and their decision  
making around Animal Welfare 

• Mental health is a concern for rural people.

RST Low
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Area Impacts driving actions Insights/Assumptions Source
Level of 
Confidence in 
assumptions

Region economic 
assumptions

wellbeing of the region,

business closures, workers losing 
their jobs, inability to access 
labour from offshore,

shovel ready projects.

•  The Marlborough economy will contract by 7.2 per cent the year to 
March 2021, with manufacturing and transport taking the biggest hit.  
About 1 in 10 jobs are expected to be lost, in both low-skilled and highly 
skilled categories. Overall local unemployment will rise to 8.2 per cent. 

•  Earnings across the Marlborough economy will decline by $137m,  
with the largest hits forecast in accommodation, transport,  
construction, and retail.

•  56 per cent of workers able to operate at Level 4, and 79 per cent at 
Level 3. 

•  Young people are more heavily affected by job losses than other age 
demographics

•  Māori more affected, losing more jobs, rising to about 13 per cent 
unemployment. Biggest job losses in local Māori employment forecast 
amongst Managers (-94 jobs), Labourers (-91 jobs) and Technicians and 
trades workers (-61 jobs), and sectors such as accommodation and food 
services (-97 jobs), agriculture, forestry, and fishing (-59 jobs), and retail 
and wholesale trade (-53 jobs).

Infometrics Low

Phases of recovery wellbeing of the region,

business closures, workers losing 
their jobs,  inability to access 
labour from offshore.

dependency on overseas 
markets and open borders. 

• There is still a huge amount of uncertainty about most issues
•  How long will Level 2 or 1 last? The Treasury’s Scenario 1 assumes 

 we could remain in Alert Levels 1 and 2 for a total of 10 months 
•  Winter is going to be extremely challenging - the 12 week wage  

subsidy will be finished. 
•  The Government’s Budget could have a significant input,  

e.g. RMA changes, further financial support.
• there may be waves of further virus spread
• no vaccine is available yet
•  The steps TEAM takes and other actions, while unable to avert the 

inevitable unemployment increases and economic distress, can 
somewhat mitigate the worst impacts of the recession, increase the 
resilience of the Marlborough industry, and support economic recovery 
in the longer term.

BF/TEAM/IAG/ Govt/ 
national commentary

Medium/High
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Key Priorities

The Marlborough economy is interconnected - impacts on one sector or  
area have effects on other sectors and areas in the region. Similarly, the most 
pressing problems caused by COVID-19 are impacting across sectors and  
across the region. 

Those cross-sector problems include: 

• business closures;

• workers losing their jobs;

• reduced business cashflows and reduced discretionary spend;

• inability to access labour from offshore;

• new skills required to manage in the “new normal”;

• mental health concerns; and

• dependency on overseas markets, supply chains, and open borders.

The wellbeing of the people of Marlborough is the main priority for both the TEAM 
Marlborough group and the Marlborough District Council. 

 
 
 
TEAM group and the Council are working alongside Business Trust Marlborough, 
Marlborough Chamber of Commerce, Nelson Regional Development Agency, local 
businesses, and Central Government agencies to ensure actions taken are connected to 
both business and Marlborough worker needs, activating resources that have a multiplier 
effect, and providing maximum efficiency across as much of the district as possible.

Working with local industries, local and Central Government, TEAM is proposing actions 
that are aimed at six priority areas:

• helping local businesses; 

• keeping people employed; 

• contributing to generating cashflow and local economic activity; 

• bringing export-related revenue into the region;

•  leverage key sectors as part of making the most of where Marlborough’s strengths  
lie – those sectors with regional comparative and competitive advantage; and

• leverage central and local government support.

These recovery activities and actions are expected to help address and minimise short  
to medium term negative impacts of Covid-19 and build future resilience into the  
Marlborough economy. 
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Recovery activities and actions 

Uncertain times

The fluidity of the situation will mean that the strategic drivers of the framework will need 
to be flexible and adaptable to change over time as we move through the different phases. 
We can plan and act towards the longer recovery now while also having some survival 
strategies that also need to be implemented now.

Marlborough is an open export-oriented economy, with our significant industries trading 
with customers in other countries. While there are some measures that can be taken 
immediately, and over the next two years, to mitigate the effects of the global downturn 
caused by COVID-19, there are also likely to be profound effects that are unable to be 
mitigated. Actions by national and international Governments will also affect what happens 
in Marlborough, and there is limited influence that can be brought to bear on those 
decisions.

The severing of international ties caused by the closing of borders will have a significant 
impact on Marlborough businesses that can only be partially rectified by domestic 
measures, for example.

There are likely to be changes in the local economy, and it may take some time for 
Marlborough’s economy to recover to pre-COVID-19 levels. Even then, the “new normal” 
may well have a different shape to that of the pre-COVID-19 world.

Short-term – Recovery Response (now to 3 months)

This phase is focused on survival, maintaining businesses and jobs as much as possible. 
Key is providing advice to businesses and workers so they can make the best decisions 
possible in times of great uncertainty. Immediate but short-term assistance to support 
businesses as they exit level 3 and resume “normal” trading - or pivot to a new normal -  
will be required.

There are generally considered to be four phases of an economic crisis. The one dealt  
with in this report, is the first phase, Recovery Response. The other three phases,  
and detail about them can be found in appendix E.

 
 
 
Working towards return

The TEAM group has moved quickly to respond to the challenges posed by the  
COVID-19 pandemic.

TEAM has commissioned research on economic data and has taken soundings from 
industries and from the collective knowledge present in the TEAM, IAG, and PAG groups. 
However, there is great uncertainty about what will happen in the future and so much of 
this early work is by necessity based on anecdotal experience and assumptions made for 
planning purposes. Plans must be prepared to adapt if circumstances change.

Throughout, the approach has been focused on doing as much as possible to help 
businesses and to keep people in jobs. 

The Marlborough District Council, along with other key organisations in the region,  
will play a critical role in supporting local communities over the upcoming months  
and years. 

Infometrics suggests a number of measures, which the Council is already moving on.  
These include working with local education providers and businesses to train and retain 
workers, source local suppliers, maintain levels of operational expenditure and where 
possible accelerate already funded capital projects to promote spending in the local 
economy, and increase investment in community development activities.

These and other activities, while unable to fully avert the projected unemployment 
increases and associated economic distress, can somewhat mitigate the worst effects  
of the impact, increase the resilience of the Marlborough economy, and support economic 
recovery in the longer term, Infometrics says. 
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Projects identified as underway

In moving quickly to respond to the economic challenges posed by the  
COVID-19 pandemic, a number of projects are underway already:

•  Submission of $334m public and private sector ‘shovel ready’ projects to  
Crown Infrastructure Partners for consideration for matched funding to  
accelerate implementation;

•  Key business support activities to provide professional advice and  
guidance to enable SME businesses to plan their survival and to pivot;

•  A “Make it Marlborough” campaign encouraging locals to support and  
spend locally to assist Marlborough businesses;

•  Support for domestic tourism promotion to encourage people based in  
New Zealand to visit Marlborough;

•  Acceleration of Council infrastructure processes, with a focus on enabling  
local contractors to carry out the work;

•  Identifying opportunities for labour redeployment of workers to environmental  
and community type projects such as wilding pine removal, roading and track  
maintenance etc;

•  Council reviewing key processes, rules and charges to enable businesses to  
operate safely within COVID-19 restrictions; 

•  CBD initiative for Blenheim and Picton around time restricted free parking and  
footpath occupancy charge waivers;

• Council providing a budget of over $2 million to support recovery response: 

 •    $1m to support key community facilities; 

 •    $865k for business, Picton and Blenheim CBD and events support ; and

 •    an additional $200k for community grants; 

 •     Undertaking an assessment of support required for key regional festivals  
and events.

Phase One projects (those projects with actions taken in May – July 2020)  
providing significant regional economic stimulus and regional or national  
economic benefit

A number of projects have been identified as reaching a threshold of significance  
with the ability to provide direct immediate economic (construction) stimulus into the 
Marlborough economy and also significant ongoing economic benefit at the sector, 
regional or national scale. 

These projects are recommended to Central Government for accelerated  
investment or actioning:

• Picton Ferry terminal/Ferry rail upgrade; 

• Back-up berthing for both ferry companies;

• Flaxbourne irrigation scheme;

• MDC Smart Services - aquaculture technology;

• Sanford Marine Extracts facility:

• Combined Marlborough colleges campus build;  

• Marlborough Research Centre expansion;

• Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre extension;

• Whale Trail - Picton to Kaikōura development; and 

• Blenheim sewer upgrade, supporting growth and expansion.
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Phase One projects (those projects with actions taken in May – July 2020) 
providing significant regional economic stimulus and social, wellbeing,  
or cultural benefit at the regional scale

A number of projects have been identified as also reaching a threshold of significance  
with the ability to provide direct economic (construction) stimulus into the Marlborough 
economy and also significant ongoing social, community wellbeing, or cultural benefit. 

These projects are recommended to Central Government for accelerated investment  
or actioning:

• Summerset Blenheim Retirement Village;

• Ngā Wairau o Ruatere;

• Marlborough District Library and Art Gallery;

• Combined Marlborough Colleges Campus re-build; and 

• The release of Wairau Hospital eastern land block by Government.

Phase One projects (those projects with actions taken in May – July 2020) 
providing immediate benefit for both domestic labour redeployment and  
regional industries

These include:

•  Labour training and redeployment into the wine industry - priority being  
winter pruning; and 

• Iwi-tourism partnership, training, and skills - focus summer 2020-2021.

Other Projects for the Recovery Response period 
In this first phase of work, TEAM worked with Council and industry groups to identify  
a variety of measures that could be taken to reduce the impact of the COVID-19  
pandemic downturn on Marlborough. About 150 projects were suggested, and those 
identified as having the most impact and potential to be achieved in the shorter-term  
were recommended for implementation in the recovery response period, phase one  
which runs from May to July 2020. The other projects have not been discarded,  
rather they have been listed in appendix H for consideration in later periods of the 
economic recovery work.
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The following table provides a headline view of the projects identified as having actions that should be taken prior to July 2020.   
Fuller descriptions of these projects can be found in appendix G.

Programme of 
Work Impacts addressed # Project Name

Key tactics to address issues

Helping 
local  
businesses

Bring in 
export 
revenue

Cash 
flow

Keep 
people 
employed

Leverage 
key  
sectors

Government 
support local 
and central

Labour 
Redeployment

Staff impacts, 

loss of jobs and 
inability to access 
labour from offshore

New skills required 
to manage in the 
new normal

1 Iwi/tourism labour training and employment 
partnership programme

2 Primary industries and environmental labour 
redeployment

3 Farm development and repair business 
initiative

4 Train new domestic workforce for grapevine 
pruning

5 Regional participation in interim Regional 
Skills Leadership group

6-16 Council identified Environmental business 
ready projects

17 Government co-investment in Māori Job 
opportunities

Links to (in other programmes of work)

•  Shovel Ready Infrastructure projects put forward to Govt
•  Tourism labour redeployment/employment & training project
•  New Industry & Technology projects 
•  Marlborough Research Centre
•  Strong links to “The Keep New Zealand Working” online job platform and the “work the seasons” site launched by MSD,  

and the Government employment centre planned for Blenheim
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Programme of 
Work Impacts addressed # Project Name

Key tactics to address issues

Helping 
local  
businesses

Bring in 
export 
revenue

Cash 
flow

Keep 
people 
employed

Leverage 
key  
sectors

Government 
support local 
and central

Blenheim & 
Picton CBD 
reactivation  
for alert level  
2 and 1 trading

Business closures,

Cashflow,

Reduced, 
discretionary spend.

18 Time restricted free parking for first two 
months of alert level 2

19 Remove hospitality footpath occupation 
licence charges for twelve months

20 Rates relief

21 Activation projects to attract people to CBD’s

Links to (in other programmed of work)
YMCA motel and hostel construction
“Make it Marlborough” campaign

19
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Programme of 
Work Impacts addressed # Project Name

Key tactics to address issues

Helping 
local  
businesses

Bring in 
export 
revenue

Cash 
flow

Keep 
people 
employed

Leverage 
key  
sectors

Government 
support local 
and central

Business  
Support

Business closures,

Cashflow,

Mental Health  
Concerns,

Staff Impacts,

New systems and 
skills to manage in  
the “new normal”,

Reduced 
discretionary spend,

Dependency on 
overseas markets  
and open borders. 

22 Mental health messaging promotion

23 MCOC webinars and one to one follow ups

24 Provision of professional advice services to 
small businesses

25 Promotion of business support available to 
business

26 Animal feed Transport Subsidies for drought 
affected farms

27 Visa flexibility for 2020 workforce

28 Support local campaign “Make it Marlborough”

29 Support local infrastructure companies to bid for 
council work

30 Support key community venues

31 Provide simple information and clarity for café 
and restaurants on the rules around reopening 
in levels two and one.

Links to (in other programmes of work)

CBD Revitalisation

New Industry/ 
New Technology

Staff Impacts,

Dependency on 
overseas markets 
and open borders.

32 Multi modal logistics hub 

33 Sanford Marine Extracts Facility

34 MDC Smart services

35 Marlborough Research Centre
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Programme of 
Work Impacts addressed # Project Name

Key tactics to address issues

Helping 
local  
businesses

Bring in 
export 
revenue

Cash 
flow

Keep 
people 
employed

Leverage 
key  
sectors

Government 
support local 
and central

Event Support Business closures 
likely,

Dependency on 
overseas markets 
and open borders.

36 Review MDC support of commercial events

Tourism & Visitor 
support

Business closures 
likely,

Cashflow,

Staff impacts,

The interlinked 
nature of business,

Dependency on 
overseas markets 
and open borders.

37 Tourism promotion to available visitor markets

38 Ngā Wairau o Ruatere cultural and visitor 
centre- feasibility study.

Links to (in other programmes of work)

infrastructure project Picton ferry terminal/rail upgrades 

Aviation heritage centre

Whale Trail 

Marlborough District Library and Art Gallery

Renwick cycle trail

“Make it Marlborough” Support local campaign

Housing and 
Land

Cashflow,

Staff Impacts.

39 Wairau Hospital eastern  
block housing development

40 Retirement village construction

Water Storage 
and Irrigation

Cashflow,

Staff Impacts.

41 Flaxbourne irrigation scheme
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Programme of 
Work Impacts addressed # Project Name

Key tactics to address issues

Helping 
local  
businesses

Bring in 
export 
revenue

Cash 
flow

Keep 
people 
employed

Leverage 
key  
sectors

Government 
support local 
and central

Infrastructure Cashflow,

Staff Impacts.

42 Picton Ferry terminal/rail upgrades/single 
stage.

43 Shakespeare Bay log yard upgrade

44 Back up berth for both ferry companies

45 Waikawa marina extension

46 Croisilles – French pass road sealing

47 Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre

48 Whale trail Picton to Kaikōura

49 Marlborough District Library and Art Gallery

50 Blenheim sewage upgrade project

51 Waihopai valley road sealing

52 YMCA motel and hostel construction

53 Renwick cycle wine trail extension

54 Combined Marlborough Colleges campus 
construction

Links to (in other programmes of work)

Water Storage and Irrigation Projects

Sanford Marine Extracts facility
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Programme of 
Work Impacts addressed # Project Name

Key tactics to address issues

Helping 
local  
businesses

Bring in 
export 
revenue

Cash 
flow

Keep 
people 
employed

Leverage 
key  
sectors

Government 
support local 
and central

Government 
Assistance

Cashflow,

dependency on 
overseas markets 
and open border.

55 Government-assisted air freight

Council Process 
Review

Business closures 
likely,

Cashflow.

56 Frontline business process review (resource 
consent, duty planner, food)

57 Small Townships programme review 

58 Government safe footpath fund applications 
(x3)

59 Smart + Connected – groups review

60 Community Grants to support community 
organisations 
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Conclusion

The return and beyond
This report is focused on the first three months of the crisis, the initial recovery response 
phase. In that time, TEAM has assessed the issues as being:

• business closures;

• job losses;

• reduced business cashflows and reduced discretionary spend;

• inability to access labour from offshore;

• new skills required to manage in the “new normal”;

• mental health concerns; and

• dependency on overseas markets access and open borders.

The actions being taken and to be taken to address those issues are:

• help local businesses; 

• keep people employed; 

• contribute to generating cashflow and local economic activity; 

• bring export-related revenue into the region;

• leverage the regional comparative and competitive advantage; and

• leverage central and local government input.

These recovery activities and actions are expected to help address and minimize short to 
medium term negative impacts of COVID-19 and build future resilience into the  
Marlborough economy. 

Throughout, the approach has been focused on doing as much as possible to help 
businesses and to keep people in jobs. 

  
The TEAM group has moved quickly to respond to the challenges posed by the COVID-19 
pandemic, commissioning research on economic data and taking soundings from industries 
and from the collective knowledge present in the TEAM, IAG, and PAG groups.  
 
However, there is great uncertainty about what will happen in the future and so much of 
this early work is by necessity based on anecdotal experience and assumptions made for 
planning purposes. Plans must be prepared to adapt if circumstances change. Later phases 
of the recovery will review and assess these measures and where necessary, new actions 
will be implemented to ensure that the measures taken are the most effective. 

Over the next few years, recessionary conditions may give rise to increased levels of 
domestic migration once the economic recovery begins. 

Increased unemployment and high costs of living in urban centres may provide a 
competitive edge for regions such as Marlborough which offer lower property prices and 
high-quality lifestyle attractions, strong community networks, and an enviable climate. 
This trend is likely to be reinforced by an increased capacity for working remotely, with the 
pandemic forcing many organisations to improve their systems and practices in this area. 

With comparatively lower housing prices and an attractive lifestyle offering, Marlborough is 
well positioned to take advantage of any such increase in domestic migration. 

The immediate needs are for Recovery Response and Resilience to ensure employment 
levels are maintained and to enhance business survival. 

That will move to Return in the next six months, where we hope to be more in equilibrium.

But as time goes on and the future becomes clearer – especially once a COVID-19 vaccine 
is available – Reimagination becomes possible. We will have an opportunity to make the 
“new normal” something special and to use this crisis to bring about a better way of doing 
things in Marlborough and across Te Tauihu, and to achieve the full potential of our region
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Appendices
A – Glossary

Abbreviation Definition

BAU business as usual

BF Business Feedback (from TEAM survey)

BTM Business Trust Marlborough

CBD Central business district

CEDA Central Economic Development Agency

CMA Coastal Marine Area

COVID-19 Corona Virus Disease.  Novel Corona Virus 
identified in 2019

DHB District Health Board

DM Destination Marlborough

EDNZ Economic Development New Zealand 

EU European Union

FTE Full time equivalent (Staff)

GDP Gross Domestic Product 

Govt Government

HYEFU Half Year Economic and Fiscal Update

IAG Industry Action Group

ICT Information Communication Techonogy

Abbreviation Definition

MDC Marlborough District Council 

MPI Ministry for Primary Industries

MRC Marlborough Research Centre

MSD Ministry for Social Development

NIWA National Institute of Water and Atmospheric 
Research

NRDA Nelson Regional Development Agency

PAG Professionals Action Group

PGF Provincial Growth Fund

RBP Regional Business Partner program

RBP BI Regional Business Partner Business Insights 
survey

RMA Resource Management Act

SMEs Small to Medium-Sized Enterprises

SNA Significant Natural Area

TEAM The Economic Action Marlborough

TPK Te Puni Kokiri

USA United States of America
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B - Group Members

TEAM members  

Clr Nadine Taylor, Deputy Mayor and chair; Clr Mark Peters; Nick Chin (Rangitāne) –  
Te Tauihu Iwi representative; Dean Heiford, Council’s Recovery Manager; Craig Churchill, 
Regional Commissioner, Ministry of Social Development; Hans Neilson, Marlborough 
Chamber of Commerce; Ned Wells, Marine Farming Association – aquaculture sector; 
Vern Harris, Marlborough Forestry Industry Association – forestry sector; Jacqui Lloyd, 
Destination Marlborough – tourism sector; Marcus Pickens – Wine Marlborough – wine 
sector; Philip Neal – Federated Farmers – farming sector; Rhys Welbourn, Port Marlborough 
– transport sector; and Neil Henry, MDC Strategic Planning and Economic Development 
Manager. TEAM is being assisted by Brendon Burns, Liz Webb (Practics)  and Cathie Bell 
(Korimako Communications) providing communications, facilitation, data and business 
analysis, and report-writing support.

Current invited IAG members 

Clr Gerald Hope (chair), Clr David Croad (deputy), Stuart Smith MP, Mark Wheeler,  
Brian Paton, Mayor John Leggett, Catherine Coates, Glyn Walters, Beth Tester,  
Sophie Badland, Tracy Goss, Nita van Grinsven, Peter Bramley, Tim Casey,  
Pip Jamieson, Chris Faulls, Bev Pitts, Vance Kerslake, Rob Simcic, Abbe Hutchins, 
Liz Buttimore, Maria Baxter, Graeme Smith, Rowan Lee, Tim Thomas, Tim Cosgrove.,  
Clr Nadine. Taylor, Clr Brian Dawson, Clr Jamie Arbuckle, Clr Mark Peters, Clr Jenny 
Andrews, Clr Michael Fitzpatrick, Clr Thelma Sowman, Clr Barbara Faulls,  
Clr David Oddie, Clr Francis Maher, and Clr Cynthia Brooks.   
IAG is being supported by Neil Henry and Liz Webb.

Invited PAG members 

Councillor Mark Peters (chair), Audrey Seaton, Chris Clark, Lynette Rayner, Neil Sinclair,  
Tim McKendry, Tony de Reeper, Laura Kidd (joined 14 May 20) and Neil Henry.   
PAG is being supported by Liz Webb.

C - Te Tauihu Intergenerational Strategy

8 ©WAKATŪ – Te Tauihu Intergenerational Strategy 2019

OVERVIEW OF THE STRATEGY  
OUR VISION

TO BE GOOD ANCESTORS
Tupuna Pono

OUR VISION STATEMENT
We are the people of Te Tauihu. We care for the health and wellbeing of our people 
and places. We will leave our taonga in a better state that when it was placed in our 

care, for our children and the generations to come.

OUR VALUES
Whanaungatanga: We value relationships and will work together

Pono: We are honest, open and accountable
Rangatiratanga: We are excellent in everything that we do

Auahatanga: We are innovative and passionate about what we do
Manaakitanga: We care and support one another

Mana Taurite: We are inclusive and strive for equality
Ngā Taonga Tuku Iho: We honour and respect our legacy

TE AO TŪROA
ENVIRONMENT

Our relationship with the 
natural world is healthy.

PŪTEA
ECONOMY

Our resilient economy allows our
people, places, communities, and

businesses to thrive.

IDENTITY
TE TAUIHUTANGA

Our people are proud of their 
individual and shared identity and feel 
a strong sense of belonging. We treat 
each other with kindness and respect.

TANGATA 
PEOPLE &

COMMUNITIES

Our people and communities are
welcoming, healthy, and safe. Our 

people are connected across 
generations, cultures, and distance.

RANGATIRATANGA
LEADERSHIP

Our decision-making is collaborative, 
courageous, inclusive, respectful and 
acts for the long term. We uphold the 

values and rights of the people and 
taonga of our region.

PLACE

TE RĀKAU
TAUMATA

Our people can access affordable 
and quality places to live. Our 

shared spaces are places where 
people want to be.

PAPA WHENUA
INFRASTRUCTURE

Our people have resilient transport, 
communications and energy networks, 

and water and waste systems.

MĀTAURANGA
KNOWLEDGE

Our people are knowledgeable,
curious, and creative.

OUR INTERGENERATIONAL OUTCOMES
AREA WHAT WE WANT TO ACHIEVE TE AO TŪROA ENVIRONMENT

Improved Climate Change and Regenerative Agriculture Outcomes
 
Organise a Regenerative Taskforce to develop actions to encourage 
land-owners to adopt good land management practices; share regenerative 
agriculture insights and foresight.

Connect and build partnerships to accelerate existing activities and 
initiatives that improve climate change and water stewardship outcomes.

Develop and share best practice tools and business models through 
identified fora and channels.

PŪTEA ECONOMY
Strengthening our Regional Economy

Develop an oceans economy strategy that includes inshore and open oceans 
aquaculture.

Connect and build an innovation ecosystem that builds on existing activities 
and initiatives that supports the incubation, acceleration and commercialisa-
tion of technologies and high value food, ingredients and wellness solutions. 

TE TAUIHUTANGA IDENTITY
Our Stories, Te Reo and Culture 

Improve our narrative and build on initiatives relating to our local stories 
(past and present), our regional provenance and appellations. We will 
remember to include the stories of all migrations and refugee communities. 

Support the development of a Te Reo Māori Strategy for Te Tauihu.
 
TANGATA PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES
Working Together to Improve Social Equity
 
Collaborate and build partnerships to accelerate existing activities and 
initiatives, and develop new initiatives, that improve health, wellness, 
education, access to employment, and participation in society.

TE RĀKAU TAUMATA PLACE 
Smart Housing Solutions

Support the development of a regional housing forum that will collaborate 
and build partnerships to share knowledge and information, lobby, identify 
and develop new housing models and papakāinga and develop pilot projects. 

RANGATIRATANGA LEADERSHIP
Leadership Forum for Ongoing Collaboration 

A forum will be required to enable discussion, debate, and collaboration 
across Te Tauihu to deliver the priorities identified in the Strategy.

OUR PRIORITY AREAS AND ACTIONS
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D - COVID-19 Overview and Scenarios

COVID-19 was first identified in Wuhan, China, in December 2019,  
five months later, the virus, which causes novel coronavirus pneumonia,  
has spread throughout the world.  

By March, most countries have closed their borders and imposed lockdowns of  
their populations, along with social distancing rules. Economic activity has plunged  
across the global economy. 

The Government released scenarios for New Zealand’s future as estimated by  
The Treasury on April 14 based on assumptions of different amounts of time under  
the Alert Levels.

While there is reason for New Zealand to be optimistic in comparison to other  
countries, all the scenarios indicate there are tough times ahead.

The Treasury scenarios all begin with a deep contraction in activity in the present  
June quarter. Exactly how large that proves to be is highly uncertain. Much depends  
on the success of measures to contain the virus and how quickly Alert Levels  
are reduced.

When the public health risks diminish, and the containment measures here and 
internationally reduce, the global and domestic economies will begin to recover,  
supported by the large fiscal packages and the significant easing in monetary  
policy that has taken place. The timing and pace at which this happens is unclear  
and may be very different domestically versus internationally.

The impact of COVID-19 and related response measures on the New Zealand  
economy is highly uncertain. There are several paths that the economy may take, 
depending on different alternatives.

 
 
 
Treasury’s scenarios assume no additional fiscal support measures beyond the 
approximate $20 billion of direct support that has already been announced, and also 
consider if the world economy is weaker and takes longer to recover. 

In addition to domestic conditions, the world outlook is also highly uncertain. The 
international trend has been towards longer periods of public health interventions to limit 
physical interactions. This implies some risk not only to activity in the affected countries 
but also to the trade and financial linkages between countries, which are critical to a global 
economic recovery.

Should global economic recovery be slowed further by measures to combat the spread of 
COVID-19, we might expect the weaker world economy to have a greater impact over the 
medium-term recovery. Weaker world demand weighs on New Zealand’s income growth, 
with reduced exports and domestic investment demand.

Infometrics report on Marlborough estimates April 2020
www.bit.ly/TEAMGroupReports

Treasury documents
www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/tr/treasury-report-t2020-973-economic-scenarios-13-
april-2020

Economic cases for resilient business leaders report - Deloitte
www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/about-deloitte/articles/covid-19/covid-19- 
planning-scenarios-for-business-leaders-resilient-world-remade.html

http://www.bit.ly/TEAMGroupReports
http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/tr/treasury-report-t2020-973-economic-scenarios-13-april-2020
http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/tr/treasury-report-t2020-973-economic-scenarios-13-april-2020
https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/about-deloitte/articles/covid-19/covid-19-planning-scenarios-for-business-leaders-resilient-world-remade.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/about-deloitte/articles/covid-19/covid-19-planning-scenarios-for-business-leaders-resilient-world-remade.html
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Impact Least Severe (Deloitte “mild”) Severe Harsh

Global Deloitte Outlook

Epidemiology Effective public measures combine with 
faster testing to contain the virus and lead 
us out of the crisis phase in the next few 
months.

The virus follows a wave pattern, abating 
and then peaking again in multiple global 
geographies.

The pandemic continues with severe 
infection rates into 2021 until either herd 
immunity, or a vaccine reduces the virality

Economy Small- and medium-sized businesses hurt, 
and the economic impact is sizable. But 
something like “normal” returns, even if it’s 
not the same as before.

Economic activity rebounds in late 2020 as 
the virus dissipates. Recovery initially is slow 
but speeds up in the second half of 2021 as 
consumers become more confident.

A prolonged recession with weak supply 
and weak demand, combined with 
financial system shocks, wreaks havoc on 
social and economic life.

Economic recovery begins late 2021. 
Recovery slow in early 2022 and speeds 
up by second half of 2022

Chinese economy rebounds slowly

Deep and prolonged recession in the 
West affects supply chains and consumer 
demand. Fiscal stimulus limits business 
closures, but does not boost spending

Economic recovery by mid-2022. Significant 
risk of cascading outbreaks with feedback 
loops, limiting recovery

Financial system breaks down despite 
central bank efforts

Fiscal stimulus is substantial but fails to boost 
spending

Many business closures and household 
disruptions occur

Widespread and enduring nationalisation of 
industries takes hold

Industry Production cuts in the EU and USA disrupt 
supply chains,

Weak demand in EU and USA spread 
globally with multiple industries hurt

Deep drop in output; supply chains 
disrupted.

Severe decline in global demand; financial 
stress akin to 2008.

Severe drop in output, supply chains break 
down

Severe decline in demand, many business 
closures, some nationalisation

Duration of Impact Six quarters Nine quarters Twelve quarters

Impact on FY 2021 global GDP 0% -3% -6%

Least Severe, Severe and Harsh Scenarios used for planning
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Impact Least Severe (Deloitte “mild”) Severe Harsh

New Zealand Treasury Outlook

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Alert Level Level 4 – 1 month 

Level 3 – 1 month 

Level 1/2 – 10 months

Level 4 – 3 months 

Level 1/2 – 9 Month

Level 4 – 6 months 

Level 3 – 6 months

Other Assumptions Borders assumed closed to foreign visitors 
for up to 12 months. World annual average 
real GDP growth is lower than HYEFU by 6% 
in calendar 2020

May be interpreted as a number of shorter 
periods at Level 4 linked by periods at 
Level 1 and 2.  

Impact  
(with no Government Fiscal response)

Real GDP 2020 -4.5

Real GDP 2021 -2.5

Unemployment 2020 13.5%

Unemployment 2021 8.5%

Real GDP 2020 -8

Real GDP 2021 -3

Unemployment 2020 17.5%

Unemployment 2021 9.5%

Real GDP 2020 -8

Real GDP 2021 -23.5

Unemployment 2020 17.5%

Unemployment 2021 22%
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E – Detail of Future Phases

Medium-term - Resilience (3-6 months)

This phase intensifies the focus on ensuring there are jobs for people, as the wage subsidy 
scheme comes to an end. Many businesses are now hunkering down to survive, some 
will exit, some will prosper - how do we help them? Assistance is needed in all areas, 
and economic stimulus and job opportunities need to be provided through large-scale 
infrastructure projects and other cross-industry work. 

Assistance may be three-fold: maintain employment, redeploy those that are not needed by 
their company at the moment, and develop new employment opportunities. These should 
help retain valuable skills within the district.

Local Government has an important role to play in economic stimulus through maintaining 
contracted levels of service and investing in new shovel-ready infrastructure projects that 
will support future provincial and community wellbeing and provide economic stimulus.

Longer-term - Return (6 months to 1 year)

Uncertainty will continue as restrictions lift. Coming out of lockdown before a vaccine is 
found will still be a very uncertain time with a lot of restrictions and controls in place in New 
Zealand and globally, the movement of people and goods will still be challenging.

Many nations will use infrastructure projects as a way to reboot. China will work to reopen 
supply chains quickly. The United States, Britain, and Europe will be in survival mode for the 
short term but are also looking to recovery to save the global economy.

Supporting export-oriented companies and their supply chains will continue to be 
important, as will setting in place significant project to improve the region. 

Long-term - Reimagination (1 year to up to 3 years)

This period sees Marlborough develop regional competitiveness, where strengths as a 
region are built on and leveraged to advantage.  Some examples include food/beverage/
horticulture/aquaculture and community livability (attractive to live, work and do business). 
Significant redevelopment projects - such as the already-identified Ngā Wairau o Ruatere, 
the Marlborough Sounds Heritage and Education Centre, expanded Omaka Aviation 
Heritage Centre, and aquaculture value-added processing - will play an important part in 
this reimagination phase of work.
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Access for up to 100 small Marlborough businesses to get professional advice and
guidance from people such as accountants and lawyers at reduced rates. Led by Business
Trust Marlborough and targeted at businesses which don’t qualify for Government-
funded support.

A series of webinars specially designed to upskill and inform Marlborough businesses on
topics such as e-commerce, led by the Chamber of Commerce with 1-to-1 assistance
provided after the webinars to bed-in the advice.

The waiving of Council footpath licence fees for twelve months for Picton and Blenheim
retail and hospitality businesses currently leasing footpath space, to ease the burden on
those CBD businesses

Nadine Taylor says councillors were also asked to consider options around providing some
form of free parking in the Blenheim and Picton CBDs for a period of time to support local
retailers as they reactivated their trading in alert Level two.

“We know the next few weeks are critical for businesses in our CBDs and we want to do what
we can to encourage Marlburians back into town, to stimulate spending and to boost those
businesses a�ected by the Covid lockdown.”

“We are also looking at what support we can provide for some of our region’s commercial and
community events, recognising these will be impacted by fewer visitors, less spending and
more di�culty attracting sponsorship. This is in addition to the �1.� million already approved
to assist Marlborough’s key community facilities and our not-for-prot groups to keep
operating.”

Councillor Mark Peters, who is also a TEAM group member and chairs Council’s Planning,
Finance and Community Committee, says the funding Council will provide is not coming from
rates but from the Emergency Events Reserve Fund.

“This was set up years ago to deal with natural and other disasters such as Marlborough is now
facing.”

He says there may be other elements which emerge before the package is nalised next week.

“This is TEAM’s rst phase economic response package designed to help keep local businesses
going, prepare for a new tourism focus and send a strong message to the wider community
about buying and supporting local.”

Councillor Taylor says Marlborough’s economic recovery is locally led and nationally supported.

“We are moving swiftly on this and everyone is playing their part for the good of Marlborough.”

Disclaimer

The information in this media statement was correct at time of publication. Changes in circumstances after the time of
publication may impact on the accuracy of the information.

DATE

TYPE

Shots in the arm for
Marlborough businesses

11:52 AM Thursday 7 May 2020

COVID-19

Media Statement

A campaign for Marlborough to ‘support local and buy local’ and another to get some early
domestic visitors back to our region are in a package of COVID-19 economic recovery projects
recommended to councillors this week. The $865,000 package also includes proposals around
free parking in Blenheim and Picton and a contingency fund to support commercial and
community events.

The Economic Action Marlborough (TEAM) group chair, Deputy Mayor Nadine Taylor, says
councillors were supportive of the recovery package put together by TEAM. There is a strong
focus on boosting Marlborough’s CBD, retail and hospitality businesses in the short term.

Council will be asked to formally endorse the projects at its meeting next week (14 May).

Elements of the recovery package proposed by TEAM include:

A focused six month ‘buy local’ campaign, led by Destination Marlborough and the
Marlborough Chamber of Commerce, encouraging Marlborough people to support local
businesses, hospitality, activities and retailers through winter and spring and in the lead
up to Christmas.

The rst stage of an extensive domestic tourism marketing campaign. Destination
Marlborough is in talks with Tourism New Zealand and its proposed that Council would
support marketing campaigns designed to showcase the brilliance of Marlborough to
New Zealanders and support the local visitor economy.

F - Media Statement – Introducing TEAM
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G - Recovery Response Programme of Work 

This table lists all the projects suggested with actions to take place in the Recovery Response phase, that is, the first three months of the crisis.  
The table has a fuller description of the project than in the table listed in the report. 

# Project Detail Implementation 
Lead

1 Iwi/tourism labour training and employment partnership programme

A number of Marlborough Sounds accommodation resorts require a live-in seasonal summer labour workforce. These workers have until now come 
mainly from the pool of young international travellers allowed to work in Marlborough under the terms of their working holiday visa. It is anticipated this 
supply of labour will not be available in the required numbers for the 2020/21 summer season. With a potential summer labour shortfall identified one 
large scale tourist operator has begun working with Te Rūnanga a Rangitāne o Wairau to identify opportunities for Marlborough rangatahi to undertake 
training and employment in the Marlborough tourism industry. Training in industry unit standards and MNZ Skipper qualifications will ensure this project 
delivers lifelong qualifications as well as skills and meaningful employment and provide tourists with a more authentically New Zealand experience.

Cost - unknown (MSD tbc)

tbc

Implementation  
support –  
Te Rūnanga a  
Rangitāne  
o Wairau

2 Primary industries and environmental labour redeployment

Key local primary industries include farming, grape growing, mussel and salmon farming and forestry, Opportunities exist to redeploy displaced labour 
between these industries and from other local industries with the goal of offsetting labour shortages and retaining a skilled workforce the region. This 
project seeks to enable available labour and job opportunities to be identified and matched via a range of techniques including work brokers, online tools 
and industry connections.

Cost – unknown

MSD

3 Farm development and repair business initiative

This project would seek to assist farmers affected by COVID-19 and drought through subsidised redeployment of labour to undertake farm repairs, farm 
development and other labour-intensive tasks. 

Cost – unknown

MSD

4 Train new domestic workforce for grapevine pruning

Current border closures mean that many of the experienced winter pruners have not travelled to Marlborough meaning there will be a large experience 
gap for this critical task. This project seeks to provide online training for an unskilled workforce prior to arriving on vineyard where they will also receive 
practical training

Cost – unknown

MSD
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# Project Detail Implementation 
Lead

5 Regional participation in Interim Regional Skills Leadership group

Marlborough has been invited to form what has now become an Interim Regional Skills Leadership Group. (IRSLG). Such groups were proposed as 
Government reforms to vocational education (ROVE) emerged last year and aligned with Immigration NZ strategies to have better regional responses 
to labour needs. A Marlborough IRSLG would bring together business sectors, Iwi, MSD, unions and employers. It will form in June and the focus for the 
first year will be COVID-19 response measures. The IRSLG will be supported by an MBIE secretariat reporting to Cabinet.  Key issues IRSLG will address 
include immigration policies affecting Marlborough’s economic recovery and skills training to ensure as many Marlborough people displaced from work 
can retrain to find other jobs. Local leverage and input on such key policies is likely to improve with a Marlborough IRSLG.

Cost  nil

MDC/ Smart + 
Connected Labour 
and Skills group

6 to 
16 

Council identified Environmental business ready projects

Council has completed two pieces of scoping work on regional and Te Tauihu environmental projects suitable for additional Government investment. 

The first tranche of projects has been developed to a comprehensive stage with a focus on employment and environmental resilience for one year.  
The delivery of projects would be expected to be managed by existing community Trusts, with the exception of the Taylor River project:

      6.    Wilding conifer projects in the Marlborough Sounds and South Marlborough. These are additional to the national wilding conifer  
programme for Molesworth 

      7. Predator control infrastructure support (track cutting) on D’Urville and Victoria domain

      8.  Taylor River Catchment Enhancement: an expansion of existing budget work for soil erosion protection and riparian planting to  
improve water quality

The second tranche of work has identified existing strategic environmental programmes and projects able to be scaled up, in addition to first tranche  
list of scoping projects. All have a statutory basis,  predominantly aligned to the Kotahitanga mō te Taiao Alliance Strategy and are anticipated to be 
delivered over a 3-year period. This range of projects are being coordinated through the Regional Sector with the view to aligning with Government 
priorities:

       9. Significant Natural Area (SNA) biodiversity Programme (surveys, mapping, protection and restoration work on habitats and ecosystems) 

      10. SNA Wetland protection and enhancement

      11. SNA Ungulate pest control (Goats) for South Marlborough

      12. Wither Hills Farm Park Soil stabilisation and planting

      13. Catchment Care Programme (Restoration and improvement of Degraded water Quality catchments) and Farm plans

      14.  Te Hoiere project (Restoration and improving Water Quality) , a number of separate interim projects that are subject to a Strategic  
business case being developed

      15.  Coastal Multibeam data analysis and additional science survey for Pelorus

      16.  Coastal outer sounds multibeam remaining CMA                 

Cost  (Government tbc)

MDC/DOC/MFE/
MPI

Implementation 
support: 
MDC/Existing 
community Trusts/
Ngāti Kuia/NIWA

Local providers/
landowners /
Primary sector
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# Project Detail Implementation 
Lead

17 Government co-investment in Māori Job opportunities

Government is investigating opportunity to support Māori job creation and retention through co-investment in suitable projects

Cost – (Government tbc)

PGF

18 Time Restricted free parking for first two months of alert level 2

MDC stopped enforcing parking time limits in the Picton and Blenheim CBD’s when alert level four was enacted on 23 March.  With economic indicators 
now advising that face-to-face retail will be impacted by COVID 19 for some time TEAM suggests that some form of free parking would be a good way to 
assist local retailers and CBD businesses to rebuild by encouraging shoppers to frequent the two CBDs. Council has agreed to provide for the first two 
hours of parking free in Blenheim and Picton until 30 June 2020.

Cost  $200k– estimate (Confirmed MDC)

MDC

19 Remove hospitality footpath occupation license charges for twelve months

TEAM recommends that the waiving of footpath occupancy charges for Picton and Blenheim businesses that are able to meet the footpath occupancy 
regulations will improve cashflow and offer practical support to local CBD based hospitality businesses. This fee waiver will benefit businesses as they 
will be able to increase their seating area whilst enforcing social distancing rules. MDC has confirmed a waiver of CBD footpath occupation charges for a 
period of twelve months .

Cost: $20k (Confirmed MDC)

MDC

20 Rates Relief 

TEAM discussed the need for all Marlborough ratepayers to receive the minimum possible rates charges for 2020/21. At the same time TEAM, and many 
Economic commentators, realise that core services and expenditure must be maintained. MDC have announced it is working to keep its rates rise for 
2020/21 capped at the Local Govt price index increase rate of 2.2% and to be as much below that as possible. Also MDC has implemented a number of 
relief measures around rates payment dates and arrangements to assist ratepayers struggling financially.

Cost – unknown

MDC

21 Activation Projects to attract people to CBDs

TEAM are keen that as much event and CBD activity as possible is organised as a priority. Some examples could be around Eat Street and Food Truck 
events in Blenheim and Picton. MDC allocated funds of $20k plus contingency amounts if needed on May 14 2020. These events will unfold as overall 
CBD and townships recovery plans roll out.

Cost – tbc

MDC

22 Mental Health Messaging promotion

In very stressful and trying times for everyone TEAM and MDC are conscious that the mental health and social well-being of Marlborough’s people in all 
walks of life is a major priority. While there will be many agencies including the PHO,  DHB and  MDC Emergency Operations dealing with these issues, it 
is also recognised that information and assistance needs to be collated from providers as part of business support functions.

Cost – bau

MDC with  
Health agencies
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# Project Detail Implementation 
Lead

23 MCOC Webinars and one to one follow up

MDC have allocated funding of $32k on 14th May 2020 to enable the Chamber (MCOC) to provide a series of 6 on line resource webinars on various 
aspects of business needs including, as an example, a webinar on steps to implement online trading for businesses not in that field currently. Each 
webinar will be followed up with one on one sessions as needed. MCOC will design, resource and run the workshops through the early stages of the 
recovery period.

Cost $32k (Confirmed MDC)

MCOC

24 Provision of professional advice services to small businesses

It is acknowledged that the Government RBP scheme, while very helpful to assist business in meeting costs to engage professional assistance, does not 
cover all businesses for various reasons. The RBP grants are administered by the Marlborough Chamber of Commerce. To supplement this and assist any 
Marlborough Business not meeting the RBP criteria, MDC will make available $50k (plus GST) for vouchers of $500 (plus GST) per business to access 
professional help and guidance for their business recovery. The vouchers will be approved and issued by Business Trust Marlborough. These vouchers 
will need to be spent with Marlborough firms to fit in with the aims of project #28, the ‘Make it Marlborough’ Campaign.

Cost – $50k (Confirmed MDC)

Business Trust 
Marlborough

25 Promotion of business support available to business

Ensure business awareness of support available – through Media releases, Council, Chamber websites etc.  A Communications Strategy has been 
written for the TEAM group and resources provided to implement it. The focus is to show Marlborough businesses and residents that support is being 
provided to them through the economic recovery. All communications from TEAM reference this focus. These include to date: a media release on  MDC’s 
infrastructure spend and bids for Government support for ‘shovel ready’ projects;  the $865,000 early recovery support measures being considered by 
MDC on May 14; a release detailing the business support available via MCOC, Business Trust Marlborough and the Professionals Advisory Group; a media 
release for DM and MCOC on the ‘support local’ campaign funded by MDC. These releases detailing business support get to the Marlborough business 
community via use in local media ,Council newspaper and other MDC communications as well as via TEAM member channels.

Cost Part of TEAM project $25,500 support budget for first report (Confirmed MDC)

TEAM/MDC

26 Animal feed Transport Subsidies for drought-affected farms

Marlborough’s pastoral sector has been hit by drought over the past year, and the COVID-19 pandemic has worsened the impact by reducing access to 
meat works. Farmers need help sourcing feed for animals, and scarcity is driving up costs. TEAM will work with farmers and their representatives to get 
feed transport subsidies from the Ministry for Primary Industries or other appropriate agency.

Cost tbc

Industry

Implementation 
Support – MDC, 
TEAM, MPI and 
RST
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# Project Detail Implementation 
Lead

27 Visa flexibility for 2020 Workforce

There are a number of international workers in Marlborough who have working visas tied to specific employers. As those employers have let staff go, 
there are a number of skilled and trained workers unable to change employers because of the conditions of their immigration visas. TEAM will work with 
workers, industry, and others to ensure Central Government is aware of the issue and moves to address it.

Cost (unknown)

Industry & TEAM

Implementation 
support - MDC

28 Support local campaign “Make it Marlborough”

TEAM recommends a six month locally focused marketing campaign to encourage Marlburians to support local businesses, tourism operators,  
hospitality , producers, retailers, and tradespeople . The simple message is that, where they can, Marlborough people should spend with local businesses 
because spending locally will help save and support local businesses. While the campaign will be delivered for a six-month period it will also be designed 
with longevity in mind to ensure it resonates, thereby increasing community pride and in the longer term to assist with domestic tourism. As the regional 
marketing agency, Destination Marlborough will lead the campaign working in partnership with Marlborough Chamber of Commerce and supported by 
MDC. 
Cost $108k (Confirmed MDC)

Destination 
Marlborough

Implementation 
Support – MDC 
and MCOC

29 Support local infrastructure companies to bid for council work

Marlborough District Council has a key role in the economic recovery from COVID-19. Its large infrastructure programme is a significant spend and that 
will greatly benefit the local economy. Council has an existing Procurement Policy which is designed to be a useful tool for staff. Council has agreed to 
amend its operational guidance to the existing Procurement Policy for an initial period of two years to confirm Councils preference for supporting local 
contractors within certain parameters during that two-year period of time.

Cost – bau

MDC

30 Support key community venues 

MDC recognises that community organisations in Marlborough will struggle with lack of usual income and financial support while unable to operate. As a 
consequence it has made available an amount of $1m to support large commercial community organisations. These groups run community facilities which 
are vital in recreational, arts and tourism areas. They also are large employers and it is imperative they are supported through the recovery phases. The 
$1m fund is being administered by a Council Management and Governance Group.

Cost – Up to $1m (Confirmed MDC)

MDC

31 Provide simple information and clarify for café and restaurants on the rules around reopening in levels 2/1

Media release to provide simple information and clarify for café and restaurants on the rules around reopening in levels two and one.  
A first release was issued on May 14 from Arbour’s Liz Buttimore on explaining how Marlborough food outlets can operate under Level 2.  
Liz also made available a two-page guide to assist local food businesses through reopening. A similar document is envisaged for Level 1.

Cost  Part of TEAM project $25,500 support budget for first report

TEAM & MDC
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# Project Detail Implementation 
Lead

32 Multi modal logistics hub

Led by Atacama Limited, this project would deliver a state of the art supply chain and logistics hub to reduce freight costs and improve transport 
resilience for Marlborough and the Top of the South Island. The proposed location for the project is surrounded by high production wineries where a high 
percentage of New Zealand’s Sauvignon Blanc is produced. The project is anticipated to provide significant economic and employment benefits for the 
region and is supported by Marlborough District Council. 

A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $ 34.4m (estimated)

Atacama Limited

Implementation 
Support – 
Private funding 
and Central 
Government 
funding (tbc)

33 Sanford Marine Extracts Facility

Sanford’s are one of the leading fishing and aquaculture companies operating in NZ. The marine extracts facility is an exciting and innovative value 
addition and diversification for the seafood industry. Traditionally much of the mussel industry and the wider seafood industry have relied on commodity 
food formats mainly for export markets. This brand new facility represents an expansion of existing capacity for value added formats for the mussel 
industry and also enables the development and commercialisation of novel high value outputs from a wide range of seafood products and by-products. 
The facility represents a major investment for diversification, innovation, research, and development within the Marlborough Region and the seafood 
industry as a whole. The construction phase of the project is estimated to provide employment for over 20 FTEs, with 48 direct permanent FTEs 
employed at the facility when complete.  A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $ 22m (estimated)

Sanford’s Ltd

Implementation 
Support - 
Private funding 
and Central 
Government 
funding (tbc)

34 MDC Smart Services 

The Smart Sounds project involves the development of an ICT solution/network relating to data capture and monitoring, with a particular focus on the 
marine environment and industry in the Marlborough Sounds. The project would provide ‘real time’ data for the aquaculture industry and marine users 
generally with the advantage being that adverse growing conditions (such as algal blooms) could be detected and notified much earlier than at present. 
Consequently, the data could increase productivity by providing a better understanding of when to undertake aspects of growing and harvesting 
of mussels and salmon. In addition to the benefits for the aquaculture industry, the project also provides benefits for marine navigation and to the 
Department of Conservation by assisting its species and pest management programmes. 

A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $ confidential

MDC

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
funding (tbc)

35 Marlborough Research Centre

In order to build upon Marlborough’s wine industry leadership, this project provides new facilities for the Marlborough Research Centre (MRC). 
Complimenting current facilities operated by the Bragato Research Institute (the centre for New Zealand wine research), the new MRC facility would house 
research laboratories along with open-access areas and accommodation for visiting researchers.  This proposal is to assist MRC build infrastructure for 
creating the national wine centre for industry, research and education. The project has excellent employment and long-term economic benefits for the 
region and New Zealand. A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $ 7.6m (estimated). PGF funding application submitted for $3.8m grant.

Marlborough 
Research Centre

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
funding (tbc)
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# Project Detail Implementation 
Lead

36 Review MDC support of commercial events

Commercial events are particularly affected by COVID-19 due to the lack of visitors and restrictions on numbers attending public gatherings.  
Council is the lead organization that provides advice to this sector including advice, promotion and funding. Commercial events organisations  
have been contacted to ascertain what support they may require to operate until normality returns.

Cost – unknown

MDC

37 Tourism promotion to available visitor markets

International tourism is unlikely to recommence in 2020. Therefore, it is recommended Destination Marlborough is funded to undertake a series of 
targeted domestic marketing campaigns, matched where possible with Government funding, focused on realigning Marlborough to attract domestic 
market visitors with initial priority given to those within a few hours drive of Marlborough such as Nelson and Canterbury. 

Cost – tbc (initial funding of $75k from MDC confirmed)

Destination 
Marlborough

Implementation 
Support – MDC 
and Central 
Government 
(investment)

38 Ngā Wairau o Ruatere cultural and visitor centre- feasibility study.

Te Tauihu Iwi Rangitāne o Wairau has a vision for a new Cultural and Heritage centre within its manawhenua rohe, Waiharakeke.  This centre - Ngā 
Wairau o Ruatere - would allow Rangitāne o Wairau to repatriate Te Pokohiwi taonga and other taonga from universities and organisations in Aotearoa 
and abroad. It could become a leading archaeological establishment within Aotearoa. Feasibility study funding of $15,000 has been requested from 
Marlborough District Council and it is anticipated the build phase of this project will provide the province with considerable economic stimulus and  
secure construction jobs. 

With the return of international tourist travellers projected for later in 2021 and beyond this project fits well with the reactivation of Marlborough’s  
tourism industry. It is recommended that the feasibility study be completed as soon as practicable and that Government investment and support  
be applied to this project.

Cost $15k for feasibility study (MDC)

Rangitāne o 
Wairau

Implementation 
support: MDC 
(Feasibility 
funding) / 
Government 
(capital funding  
& support)

39 Wairau Hospital eastern block housing development

TEAM recognises that housing in all forms and construction projects in general will be vital in the recovery period and further on. For some time 
discussions have taken place between Council, Iwi, DHB and Central Government regarding purchase of surplus DHB land in Hospital Road for  
residential and social housing development. MDC has a draft development scheme for utilisation of this 5.1ha block. This scheme plan allows for a 
combination of Community Housing, Affordable Housing, Housing for Seniors and community facilities. Mayor John Leggett and CE Mark Wheeler will 
continue to lobby the Minister and others around release and purchase of the land. Possibilities around a joint development venture with Iwi on the land 
will be considered once the DHB agrees on a process for disposal of the site.

Cost – tbc

MDC
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# Project Detail Implementation 
Lead

40 Retirement village construction

This retirement village and aged-care facility would accommodate over 300 elderly people and employ 40-50 staff on a permanent basis. Led by 
retirement village operator Summerset, land for the development has already been secured and the development is supported by Marlborough District 
Council. With Blenheim suffering from a shortage of housing stock, the project could encourage more properties to come onto the market by enabling 
elderly owners to sell and relocate to the new facility. The village itself will consist of 146 independent units, 76 serviced and memory care units, and a 
43 bed care facility. The site is approx. 6 ha in size and located in Springlands, Blenheim. The construction phase of the project is estimated to support 
around 775 jobs (direct and indirect). A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $ 100m (estimated)

Summerset Group 
Holdings Ltd

Implementation 
Support: Private 
funding / Central 
Government 
funding (tbc)

41 Flaxbourne Irrigation Scheme  

A very important economic and community development project for the Flaxbourne community, the objective of the project is to convert 1200ha of 
pastoral land to viticulture / horticulture land and improve the productivity of a low rainfall/high wind area. The area has also been impacted by both the 
Seddon and Kaikōura earthquakes. Following many years of development with local farmers, the proposed irrigation scheme would pump water from 
the Waima (Ure) River and would be built and operated by Marlborough District Council. As well as transforming the local farming community, the project 
will also provide a secure and good quality water supply to the Ward township enabling the community to provide cost effective water. A response to the 
Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $14.6m (estimated)

MDC

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)

42 Picton ferry terminal/rail upgrades/single stage

To accommodate for future growth in passenger numbers and freight volumes, KiwiRail is progressing plans to replace the current fleet of Interislander 
ferries with two new, larger rail-enabled ferries from 2024. To accommodate the new larger ferries, the current ferry terminals in Wellington and Picton will 
also need to be upgraded. This project represents a transformational investment in critical infrastructure that is expected to generate significant tourism, 
economic and environmental benefits for the whole of New Zealand. In Picton, the project’s scope involves work to Port infrastructure (terminal, wharfs, 
jetties and seawalls); Rail infrastructure; Road infrastructure and the Public Realm (streets, pavements and cycleways).  A response to the Government 
“Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $ confidential

KiwiRail, Port 
Marlborough and 
NZTA

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)

43 Shakespeare Bay log yard upgrade 

Forestry is a significant industry in Marlborough, contributing $164M to Marlborough’s GDP and employing 829 FTEs in the region (2017 figures). Port 
Marlborough supports the forestry industry by providing 10 hectares of quayside log storage adjacent to a deep-water export berth in Shakespeare 
Bay near Picton. Port Marlborough plans to seal the remaining 4.2 hectares of the storage site and upgrade the existing stormwater system. The project 
has multiple benefits: environmental outcomes, health and safety, and overall efficiency to the industry.  A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” 
project call has been made.

Cost: $10m (estimated)

Port Marlborough

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)
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# Project Detail Implementation 
Lead

44 Back up berth for both ferry companies

Port Marlborough infrastructure provides a critical link in the New Zealand supply chain. Cook Strait ferry operators rely on the port’s facilities to connect 
the national transport routes (State Highway 1 and rail) between the North and South islands. Port Marlborough is planning to establish a backup ferry 
berth in Picton Harbour to improve resilience of this critical link. The resilience berth would provide for both KiwiRail and Bluebridge ferry operators if 
damage were to occur to any of the primary berths or during emergency events. The resilience berth would also provide a facility that the Navy could 
utilise in Picton. A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $ 21.7m (estimated)

Port Marlborough

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)

45 Waikawa Marina Extension 

Currently in construction, the Waikawa Marina Extension has significant economic benefits both regionally and nationally by filling a shortfall in demand 
for vessel berths. The project will provide 252 new berths in the marina when complete. Alongside the project’s recreational benefits, the economic 
benefit of the marina expansion is anticipated to be in the region of $2.4m per year for the Marlborough region. Due to the expected short term decline 
in the demand for berths and construction challenges arising from COVID-19, a request for funding from central government has been submitted to assist 
with overcoming these challenges. 

Cost: $28.8m (estimated). 

Port Marlborough

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)

46 Croisilles-French Pass Road sealing

Viewed as an important route for the forestry, tourism and aquaculture sectors, upgrading and sealing the Croisilles-French Pass Road will be beneficial 
for the region. Over the next 30 years, 1.2 million tonnes of forestry is expected to be harvested with a resulting 84,000 truck movements over this 
time. The project comprises the sealing of 17.31km of road and installation of 12km of guard rail - all within existing road reserve. The project will improve 
access and safety for rural communities, improve access for log extraction and open up an area of relatively untapped tourist potential.  A response to the 
Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $13.8m (estimated)

MDC

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)

47 Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre 

Owned by the NZ Aviation Museum Trust, Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre (AHC) is Marlborough’s number one visitor attraction and is internationally 
recognised. The facility supports aviation in Marlborough with its restored heritage aircraft, globally significant memorabilia and spectacular realistic 
scenes. With the anticipated reduction in international tourist numbers due to COVID-19, this expansion project is considered vital to the survival of the 
centre, providing an opportunity to grow and adapt the offering to the domestic tourism and events markets. In so doing, the AHC will help lead other 
local businesses in these sectors towards their own recovery. The expansion proposals include extended display areas, additional visitor services 
and function, convention and education capabilities. The new development will also allow the AHC to house a new collection of unique historic NZ 
aircraft. Conservation and preparation of these aircraft for display will require specialist aircraft engineering work which will provide economic benefits 
to Marlborough’s aviation sector. Overall, the expansion project will firmly establish the AHC as the leading heritage aviation attraction in the Southern 
Hemisphere.  A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $13.8m (estimated)

tbc

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)
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48 Whale Trail Picton to Kaikōura

A proposed 194km cycling and walking trail between Picton and Kaikōura – the Whale Trail will be one of the most accessible and spectacular trails in 
New Zealand, attracting both local and international tourists. The project will also provide a safe alternative to road transport off the main State Highway. 
Led by the Marlborough Kaikōura Trail Trust, the project has been submitted for PGF funding and is supported by NZTA, DOC, Marlborough District 
and Kaikōura District Councils and KiwiRail - with these agencies all prepared to provide access or infrastructure. Alongside benefits from tourism, 
the construction phase of the project is anticipated to generate new business and job opportunities in earthquake affected communities in both the 
Marlborough and Kaikōura districts. A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $19.5m (estimated)

Marlborough 
Kaikōura Trail 
Trust /MDC

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)

49 Marlborough District Library & Art Gallery

An important community, visitor and CBD revitalisation project – the new facility would replace current library and art gallery facilities which are 
significantly under sized and unable to adequately cater for a growing population.  With good visibility from State Highway 1, the new gallery will attract 
tourist interest and increase foot traffic in the area. The development is currently in the final design stage, with the construction tendering and consent 
application processes due to begin imminently. Overall, the project is viewed as a critical part of community and social infrastructure and will provide an 
active, engaging and friendly hub for the Marlborough community. A response to the Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $19.5m (estimated)

MDC

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)

50 Blenheim Sewerage Upgrade Project

Marlborough’s steady growth over the last decade means that there is a requirement to upgrade various elements of infrastructure in order to meet 
demand and satisfy growing industrial labour needs for housing. The objective of this project is to provide for future residential growth in the north of 
Blenheim (700 homes approx.) by increasing sewer and pump station capacities, reducing the effects of inflow and infiltration (I&I) on the sewer network 
and reducing sewer overflow frequency. The scope of work includes the replacement of sections of gravity and pressure sewers (approx. 2.75km and 
1.25km respectively), along with the renewal of sewer laterals and replacement of associated pump stations. A response to the Government “Shovel 
Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $19.14m (estimated)

MDC

MDC funding (tbc)

51 Waihopai Valley Road sealing

The Waihopai Valley has a large proportion of commercial forestry about to come into the harvest cycle. The valley population comprises farmers, 
foresters, vineyards and lifestyle blocks. The forestry harvest forecast is for an estimated 5.9 million tonnes over the next 30 years, with a total of 326,000 
truck movements over that time.  The current road (approximately 40km) is not designed to take this sustained long term loading.  The road pavement 
as well as seal surface needs to be strengthened in order to be able to withstand the level of heavy traffic that is forecast.  A suitable gravel source is 
available in this location and the work required is all within road reserve. The project does not require resource consents. A response to the Government 
“Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $13.3m (estimated)

MDC

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)
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52 YMCA motel and hostel construction

A key CBD revitalisation project, the development involves the conversion of an existing commercial property into a 96 bed YMCA motel and hostel. As 
well as enlivening Blenheim CBD, the project provides employment benefits and adds to the current visitor accommodation offering. A response to the 
Government “Shovel Ready” project call has been made.

Cost: $4m (estimated)

Blenheim Central 
Development Co. 
Ltd

Implementation 
Support – 
Private funding 
and Central 
Government 
Funding (tbc)

53 Renwick cycle Wine Trail extension

A TRC Tourism Renwick Wine Trail report, commissioned by Bike Walk Marlborough Trust, was completed for this project approximately two years prior to 
COVID-19.

The TRC report highlighted that Marlborough has the four crucial requirements for world class cycling and walking trails: flat terrain, climate, landscapes 
and easily accessed ‘destinations’ (in this case wineries).  There is an opportunity to capitalise on this regional advantage through investment into a safe 
and enjoyable cycle 14.5 km off-road trail network extending from Renwick to Jacksons Rd and crossing the valley from Rapaura Rd to Brancott Rd. The 
project is dependent on securing funding and also on securing legal easements over large tracts of private land, as well as the consenting required for 
work to occur on stop-banks and along floodways.  It is predicted to take 24 -36 months to complete the project in full and it is anticipated the build phase 
of this project will provide the province with economic stimulus and further security for construction jobs.  With the return of international tourist travellers 
projected for later in 2021 and beyond this project fits with the reactivation of Marlborough’s tourism industry and offers much needed support to those in 
the wine industry who also have a cellar door operation.

Cost: $1.45 – $2m

MDC

Implementation 
Support – Central 
Government 
Investment

54 Combined Marlborough Colleges campus project

In December 2018 the Government confirmed that the Marlborough Boys’ and Girls’ Colleges will be co-located onto the Marlborough Girls College 
and Bohally site. The Bohally Intermediate will either be relocated to a greenfield site or to the current Marlborough Boys’ College site. The cost to co-
locate the Colleges revised in 2018 to be in excess of $100 million. It is probable that further cost revisions have been undertaken since that time. The 
Marlborough community and the two Colleges continue to require clarity about the timeframes for construction of both the Colleges and Bohally . TEAM 
recommends that confirmation of the budget and project timeframes should be accelerated with the benefit of providing immediate and significant local 
economic and social confidence, future construction sector stimulus and the certainty of first-class 21st -century education facilities for the future youth, 
rangatahi, families and whanau of Marlborough. 

Cost: $100m + (2018 estimate)

Government/
Ministry of 
Education

Implementation 
Support – MDC 
and Local 
providers
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55 Government-assisted air freight

A number of Marlborough exporters have fresh export product that requires air freight to get it to markets in the United States, China, or elsewhere. With 
the drop in aviation, this cargo space is hard to access. The Government has worked with Air New Zealand and other air freight providers to ensure there 
are air cargo routes re-instigated - TEAM members, including the Marlborough District Council and Marlborough Airport, have engaged with central 
Government to ensure they are informed of Marlborough’s export needs.

Cost: (-)

Industry

Implementation 
Support – MDC 
and TEAM

56 Frontline business process review (resource consent, duty planner, food)

Resource Consent Hearing Process review

Although new physical distancing requirements have the potential to make essential economic processes such as resource consent hearings more 
difficult to manage, it is critical these commercial processes continue as seamlessly as possible to allow commercial activity to be maintained across 
Marlborough. Therefore, the MDC has revised its Resource Consent Hearing processes and implemented an online process for lodging evidence, 
submissions and for holding hearings.  One hearing has been held online to date and positive feedback received from participants.  The balance of 
hearings which are yet to be heard will be put through the same process until such time that face to face hearings can safely occur. MDC has been 
recognised as a leader in this area with Council being asked to provide staff to be a panel member in a recent webinar arranged by the Resource 
Management Law Association. 

Duty Planner Service

MDC’s Duty Planner Service helps people and businesses who are applying for a resource consent to understand how the Resource Management Act’s 
requirements may apply to the project they are planning. In response to the effect of COVID-19 and to help support Marlborough’s economic recovery, 
MDC has refreshed the Duty Planner service by increasing staff resourcing, streamlining, and improving its online request process. This will support 
Marlborough businesses to move ahead with their projects and return to ‘business as usual’ as quickly as possible

Food Health – MDC Environmental Health Unit 

In moving down from COVID-19 alert level four, to levels three and two, local food and hospitality providers are required to adjust their systems and 
methods of safe operation to be in keeping with new Government requirements.

The MDC Environmental Health staff are reviewing Council brochures, pamphlets, and website information available to help local hospitality businesses. 
Where possible personal telephone contact has been initiated by MDC staff with each hospitality business, to offer support and advice on safe operating 
processes in the new environment. Similar targeted support will be required as hospitality businesses navigate the new alert level two and level one food 
safe operating environment.

Cost – bau

MDC
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57 Small Townships Programme review

In order to provide additional short-term stimulus into the construction industry, the MDC Small Townships Programme is prioritising six key projects 
for completion in 2020, using local contractors where possible. These are community led, public amenity improvement projects that have been in the 
planning stages and which will now receive additional focus to get them underway as soon as possible. The programme has also applied for Government 
funding through the NZTA Innovating Streets for People programme which could provide 90 per cent funding for one project in Spring Creek and two in 
Renwick. Once funded, these will use local contractors to implement the tactical urbanism projects that will also lead to more permanent improvements in 
cycling and walking safety in the future.

Cost - tbc

58 Government safe footpath fund applications (x3)

Council has applied for funding from the Government’s Safe Footpath Fund for three projects - widening the cycle path from Blenheim to Ferry Road, 
Spring Creek; cycle path improvements in Renwick, and the shared path in Renwick. The projects will enable physical distancing for cyclists which is 
important in the post-COVID-19 world. The projects enhance a greener future for Marlborough, reducing emissions and carbon footprint, enabling people, 
many who are on their way to work, to travel quickly and safely on bikes rather than vehicles, which is good for wellbeing in the region.

Cost (Government tbc)

MDC

Implementation 
support – Smart 
+ Connected 
community 
groups, local 
providers, DM

59 Smart+Connected groups review 

Smart+Connected groups reach across Marlborough’s key industries and communities. They provide ways to introduce innovation and engagement. This 
project engages these groups to support the recovery work.

Cost (MDC tbc)

Smart+Connected 
Groups

Implementation 
support - MDC

60 Community Grants increase to Marlborough community organisations:

Arts & Culture; Community; Welfare & Social Services; Environment; Heritage; Sport & Recreation. Under the COVID 19 restrictions many community 
groups and organisations have been closed, unable to operate, fundraise or maintain subscriptions. Unfortunately, while revenue ceases, core operating 
costs do not. These smaller community organisations are a key element in the fabric of Marlborough society so to ensure these organisations remain 
viable the MDC has increased funding for Community Grants from $300,000 to $500,000 for the 2020/21 year. This funding will be allocated through 
the existing Grants Subcommittee but under new criteria designed to apportion funding towards shortfalls in core operating costs. The intent is to spread 
funds widely and ensure  valued Marlborough not for profit organisations can maintain their existing and continuing service provision for the ongoing 
benefit of the Marlborough community.

Cost: $500k (Confirmed MDC)

MDC
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H – Non Recovery Responses

In TEAM planning sessions, there were more than 150 projects suggested as possible actions to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic crisis. These projects were 
listed and then it was identified which were key recovery response projects - that is, those projects with actions in the first three months that needed to happen to mitigate 
the effects of the crisis. 

They are listed in the full body of the report, and also described in more detail in appendix G.

The other projects were not discarded, even though they were not identified as key in the recovery response phase. These projects are listed in the table below, so that they are not lost. 
They may be considered by TEAM and other agencies in later phases of the crisis work as part of the actions that may be taken over the next two to three years. 

Their inclusion in this table does not mean that they will definitely go ahead. 

# Project Sector impacted Comments

61 Labour attraction initiatives to access displaced labour from other sectors. Forestry, Aquaculture, Wine Average age of Forestry Harvest 
workforce currently high.

Wine sector cadet scheme

62 MDC Cultural Adviser Role Māori

63 Complete consent space process for Open Ocean farms to create high value 
jobs

Aquaculture

64 Ensure career-changers receive adequate training and support All industries 

65 Map Regional Supply chain (With Nelson/Tasman) All industries

66 Lobby for business support for hospitality, retail and tourism from Central 
Government

Hospitality, Retail, Tourism

67 Present opportunities for Te Tauihu Iwi to contribute to recovery Iwi

68 On-going participation in aquaculture plan review  Aquaculture

69 Programme to secure ongoing and increased trade access to offshore 
markets

Aquaculture

70 Increase demand/price of aquaculture products by communicating health 
benefits

Aquaculture

71 Investigate if MRC can provide science advice to beekeepers to develop 
mead product

SMEs

72 Detailed survey of Marlborough businesses to understand impact of COVID-19 
(e.g. CEDA example from EDNZ).

All industries

73 Consider development of Business Hub to support new businesses SMEs
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74 Support local business with development of online sales marketing strategies SMEs

75 Investigate regional public-private procurement practices to encourage local 
procurement 

All industries

76 Investigate impact of resource consent fees on development economics All industries

77 Investigate additional levers from council to support cashflow of business All industries

78 Promote innovation and adoption of new technology amongst industry 
sectors e.g. new crops, irrigation systems, and water storage systems

Farming

79 Investigate the development of a medicinal cannabis industry within 
Marlborough 

Farming Existing Puro projects at Kekerengu and 
Waihopai

80 Consider grants for utilising water saving technologies Farming Currently funding is a barrier

81 Adopt new technology to remotely promote local products and to reach new 
markets and influencers

Food & Beverage

82 Encourage diversification of high-quality aquaculture products to the 
household retail market

Aquaculture

83 Promote the creation of a new Food and Beverage Smart + Connected group Food & Beverage

84 Develop an app to facilitate sharing of commercial space SMEs

85 Investigate the development of commercial scale solar-farms for localised 
energy generation, distribution and storage. 

Local Community

86 NZ Dryland Forest Initiative – diversification of forestry industry to higher 
value wood products

Forestry Drylands Eucalyptus Project

87 Grow Wine Tech coalition to leverage knowledge value Wine 

88 Develop new products and improve current offer - accommodation, 
attractions and experiences

Tourism

89 Encourage and support alternative revenue streams for tourism operations i.e. 
worker accommodation

Tourism

90 Invest in promoting business, public and community events All industries/Local Community

91 Develop virtual travel tours to promote Marlborough online Tourism

92 Picton foreshore and CBD master planning Tourism/Local Community

93 Investigate the use of treated sewage water for irrigation Farming 

94 Irrigation Projects – investigate water-saving and water-storage opportunities.

95 Develop a wood chipping plant at Picton Port Forestry
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96 Develop recreation tracks on forestry land Local Community

97 Sewerage outfall Wairau Lagoon Iwi

98 Implement appropriate siting of salmon farms in the Marlborough Sounds Aquaculture

99 Develop and promote regenerative agriculture - Farming Te Tauihu Intergenerational strategy 

100 Picton Redevelopment Plan Local Community

101 Develop a freight hub at Marlborough airport Transport 

102 Investigate development of social housing and papakāinga

103 Review regulations currently considered onerous Hospitality

104 Secure additional drought relief from central government for farmers Farming

105 Lobby government to fund 20 per cent of business leases All industries

106 Queen Charlotte Track realignment

107 Develop Small Township programme of work Local Community

108 Marlborough Sounds Heritage and Education Centre
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